There is no visual indicator for students when you annotate in SpeedGrader. Provide the View Assignment Feedback video to them so they can see your valuable feedback: [https://tinyurl.com/yb8ezd86](https://tinyurl.com/yb8ezd86).

You can check to see if a student viewed your assignment annotations.

1. Click the **Assignments** tab in your course.
2. Click the specific assignment and click **SpeedGrader** in the top right corner of the screen.
3. Use the *drop-down* to navigate to a student.
4. View when the student submitted the assignment, as well as when the student viewed the document.

   ![View Assignment Feedback](https://tinyurl.com/yb8ezd86)

   **NOTE:** This timestamp is created/updated with the *most recent* time a student clicked on the assignment AND View Feedback.